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Twitter is a popular micro-blogging tool that allows users 
to broad cast their thoughts via the internet in posts of 
140 characters or less. Over 190 million registered Twitter 
users post over 100 million tweets per day. Twitter is 
used as a news source, a tool for social interaction and 
networking, and a marketing platform. Recent research has indicated Twitter may have 
predictive value in forecasting elections results and market performance (O’Connor, 
Balasubramanyan, Routledge, & Smith, 2010; Bollen, Mao, & Zeng, 2011).

AAPOR has a Twitter account that publishes general information and links related to 
conferences, membership information, public opinion news, and AAPOR initiatives.

Figure 1. AAPOR Twitter Profile

Twitter is used by 8% of U.S. adults who use the internet. Among internet users:
 ■ Women tweet more than men (10% vs 7%).
 ■ Young adults tweet more than older adults (14% of online 18–29 year olds compared 

to 7% of online 30–49 year olds).
 ■ African-Americans (13%) and Latinos (18%) tweet more than the general population. 
 ■ Urban dwellers (11%) tweet more than suburban (8%) and rural (5%) residents 

(Smith & Rainie, 2010).

Twitter has become a popular communication tool at academic and professional 
conferences and meetings. Attendees use Twitter to obtain and distribute logistical 
information, advertise their presentations and booths, facilitate in-person meetings, 
extend debate about conference topics beyond the presentation sessions, and 
register assessments on the quality of the conference. Ideally, Twitter use expands 
and enhances the learning and social opportunities at a conference by connecting 
attendees virtually (Reinhardt, Ebner, Beham & Costa, 2009).

At the 2010 annual meeting, AAPOR embraced and supported the use of Twitter 
by displaying a board updating the conference Twitter stream and by including 
a Twitter feature in the official conference iPhone app. The official #AAPOR2010 
hashtag (a text tag included within each tweet to associate the tweet with the 
conference stream) was used 309 times by 80 different Twitter accounts between 
May 3, 2010 and May 16, 2010. This analysis explores the timing and content 
of tweets tagged with the #AAPOR2010 hashtag leading up to and during the 
conference. 

A text analysis (displayed in Figure 2) shows the obvious: dominant words 
tweeted during the conference were “aapor2010,” “RT” (a Twitter abbreviation 
signifying “retweet”), “Chicago,” and “conference.” The handles of the most prolific 
tweeters appear as well: @mikemokr, @aapor, @lizfrances, and @jhenning. 

Figure 3. Tweet Volume at AAPOR 2010

 

Figure 3 shows the volume of tweets across the duration of the conference and 
the time period prior to the conference. The busiest day for tweeting was Day 
2, Friday, with over 100 of the 309 tweets issued. Daily tweet volume measured 
at about 60 total on Day 1 and Day 3, with hardly any activity on the last day of 
the conference. The pre-conference period covers the 10 days prior to the 2010 
conference. 

Table 1. Eight Categories of Twitter Content from AAPOR 2010

Tweet  
Content Code Examples

Session Content  ● Heaping is the practice of answering open ended numeric questions with numbers divisible 
by 5. -Allyson Holbrook #aapor2010

 ● Only very weak evidence that topic salience in subject and email invitation influences who 
responds to panel surveys #aapor2010

Conference Logistics  ● Meet the editors! Survey Practice editors to appear at Thursday’s #aapor2010 Meet the 
Authors session. 3pm 5th floor.

 ● Do I have to contact the individual #aapor2010 presenters for each paper or is there a central 
site I can download them from?

Status Updates  ● embarrassment of riches at #aapor2010 today. 3 sessions i want to see in each time slot.
 ● just landed in CHI ready for #aapor2010 this week

Exhibits/Booths  ● #AAPOR2010 Stop by booth 111 and say hello to Ocucom. Looking forward to seeing a lot of 
you in Chicago.

 ● Come to the #rti_org booth in exhibit hall to get your luggage tag made! Better than losing 
your bags on the way home :) #aapor2010

External News/
Research

 ● Twitter as Pollster my guest post over at @pollsterblog is now up: http://bit.ly/bCjvFK 
#aapor2010

 ● RT @BellCV: Twitter as Good as a Telephone Survey? http://bit.ly/dlxGpH //the answer is 
obviously no. will blog at break from #aapor2010

Social  ● Lesbian Gay & Admirers Dinner @ #aapor2010. Meet at Starbx Friday 7 pm
 ● Hey #aapor2010 folks: tonight Second City has a 10:30 show called “Baby Got Stats” a comedy 

show about the role of stats in media/life.

Conference 
Assessments

 ● sartorial report: so far #aapor2010 way better dressed than at #mpsa2010. correlation 
between survey data and dandyism? or just networking?

 ● After 2 days @ AAPOR it’s clear: you can’t get this stuff in this quantity anyplace else! #aapor2010 
#mr

Other  ● What do #AAPOR2010 attendees think about the conf being in AZ next year?
 ● #aapor2010 Prez Peter Miller looks just like John Slattery/Roger Sterling. In his address at 

lunch he acknowledges this fact - awesome.

Tweets with the #AAPOR2010 hashtag were reviewed and coded into the 
eight categories. Table 1 displays the categories and two examples of tweets 
assigned to each code. The overall distribution of content categories is displayed 
in Figure 4. The most common types of tweets were about session content, 
typically broadcasting session findings or speakers, and about conference 
logistics, such as special events, transportation information, etc. 

Figure 4. Content of AAPOR 2010 Tweets

The conference logistics tweets covered a wide variety of topics. To gain further 
insight, those particular tweets were coded at a second level. The second level 
codes for logistical tweets and their incidence are displayed in Figure 5. Full 
analysis reveals that a majority of logistical tweets were about using Twitter itself. 
More than half of these tweets were about the use of Twitter at AAPOR 2010, the 
AAPOR Twitterboard (a computer monitor displaying the twitter stream in the 
conference hall) and the AAPOR conference iPhone app, from which users could 
tweet directly.

Figure 5. Detailed Content of AAPOR 2010 Tweets about Conference Logistics 

The ten most frequent tweeters from AAPOR 2010 accounted for over 50% (162) 
of all #AAPOR2010 tweet volume. As shown in Table 2, among these tweeters, 
the most active topics were conference logistics and session content. It should be 
noted that four of these tweeters were RTI staff, a core of nine who were actively 
attempting to engage Twitter users during the conference.  

Table 2. Frequent #AAPOR2010 Tweeters and Their Content

Twitter Profile
Number of Tweets  

During AAPOR 2010
Modal Tweet  
Content Code

lizfrances 21 Conference Logistics
mikemokr 21 Conference Logistics
MysteryPollster 17 External News/Research
Adamsafir 16 Other
JHenning 16 Session Content
AAPOR 15 Conference Logistics
sjrunnergirl7 15 Session Content
staeci 15 Session Content
joejohnmurphy 13 Conference Logistics
poliscipunk 13 Session Content

1. What is Twitter? 

3. How Does AAPOR Use Twitter?

2. Who Uses Twitter?

4. How is Twitter Used at Conferences?

5. Twitter at the 2010 AAPOR Conference

Twitter was used for multiple reasons at AAPOR 2010. The iPhone 
app and Twitterboard likely encouraged use of Twitter, since a 
noteworthy portion of tweets were about both of these. In general, 
AAPOR tweeters shared information about sessions and general 
conference goings-on. Twitter use reflected conference activity, 
with Friday being the busiest day and Sunday being the slowest 
day. This analysis doesn’t assess the value-added of the use of 
Twitter, but there are several advantages to using Twitter at AAPOR:

 ■ Spreading the word about particularly insightful or engaging 
sessions

 ■ Establishing connections between members before and after 
face-to-face meetups and building the conference community

 ■ Disseminating key logistical information to conference 
attendees, and

 ■ Sharing external information to engage the AAPOR audience 
(exemplified by a discussion in the conference thread about 
the predictive value of Twitter for elections forecasting).

As a case study, this analysis shows only a glimpse of the kinds 
of sentiment and behavioral analysis that can be done with the 
massive dataset that Twitter provides. However, researchers who 
hope to draw conclusions about public opinion from Twitter 
content should be cautious. Sentiments captured via Twitter are 
likely to be biased. It is noteworthy that none of the tweets from the 
#AAPOR2010 stream expressed negative views of the conference.

5. Summary
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Figure 2. Text Analysis of AAPOR Tweets Using Wordle


